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14-9
The Men's Basketball team in year 1. A.G. (After Groth) found the "journey to the tourney" to be a bit more tortuous without '84 graduate Tom Groth, Babson's all-time leading scorer. After receiving an ECAC tournament bid in 1984, hoopsters finished 1985 with a sub-par 9-16 record.

Although the squad may have been deficient in victories, they certainly were not in star performers. Senior co-captain Rich Egan fought an early-season slump to finish second in scoring while co-captain elect Dave Kirsch paced
the Beavers in assists and steals.

However, health proved to be the team's Achille's Heel. Key injuries to guards Derrick Roman, Ray Condon, and forward Egan precipitated an eight-game losing streak for the Beavers. The "silver lining" in this "cloud" of a season was that several sophomores and juniors, in stepping in for the injured seniors, gained invaluable experience that will only benefit the program in the years to come.
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